
1. Abstract 
Various studies have shown, that liver regeneration can be activated through

an inhibition of mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 4 (MKK4), a kinase

from the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. 

We tested three new small molecule inhibitors (smi) coded CFZ, CGP and

LEE, which had the possibility to act as MKK4 inhibitors. 

The smi, were tested in eight different concentrations on primary human 

hepatocytes, primary mouse hepatocytes and immortalized human 

hepatocytes (IMH) cells. To accomplish this aim Western blots, proliferation, 

viability and cytotoxicity assays were performed. 

LEE was the most promissing compound. There was a decrease in the

phosphorylation of MKK4 in mouse hepatocytes, a slight increase of the

proliferation in human cells and a slightly protective effect against oxidative 

stress in IMH cells.   
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3. Aims and formulations of questions 
The aim of this project was to determine if the small molecule inhibitors coded CFZ, CGP 

and LEE have an effect on the MKK activity and therefore increase the proliferation, 

viability or protection against oxidative stress of hepatocytes.

• Do the mall molecule inhibitors, CFZ, CGP and LEE inhibit MKK4 activity and its 

downstream targets?

• Do the inhibitors exert an effect on cell proliferation, viability or cell protection against 

oxidative stress?

6. Discussion
1. In hepatocytes incubated with LEE, there was a decrease in the phosphorylated form of    

MKK4 as well as its target p-JNK. However, there is discrepancy in our data, as LEE

did not affect the phosphorylation of other MKK4 targets p-P38 and p-ELK1.  Also we

observed that in addition to MKK4, LEE reduced the phosphorylation of

MKK7.
2.  In human hepatocytes, LEE lead to an increased viability at higher concentrations.

CFZ showed toxic effects in the highest concentrations on the three cell types tested. 

In the final series of experiments, we questioned whether the smi provided aprotective

effect against oxidative stress. IMH cells treated with CFZ and LEE at 0.37, 1.11 

and 3.33 µm concentrations were slightly protected against H2O2 injury. 

Outlook 

Most of the data collected for this study needs to be verified. We aim to repeat these 

experiments primarily in human hepatocytes because we recognize that the uptake and 

processing of drugs varies between human and mouse hepatocytes. These differences in 

drug processing may account for some of the discrepancies in our results. In addition, we 

will perform Western blots to monitor the expression and activity of other kinases to see if 

the smi maybe inhibiting the activity of other key signaling pathways.

4. Materials, methods and procedure
Procedure of the cytotoxicity assay is listed in the diploma thesis. 

4.1 Western blot

First a Western blot for MKK4 / MKK7, p-MKK4 / p-MKK7 was performed.

Activation was monitored by the protein’s phosphorylation status and was detected by 

using antibodies that recognize the phosphorylated protein. In addition, a western blot for 

MKK downstream targets, namely, JNK, p-JNK, p-P38 and p-ELK1 was performed

4.2 Proliferation and viability assay with Resazurin

The smi were added in 10, 3.33, 1.11, 0.37, 0.12, 0.041, 0.014 and 0.0046µM 

concentrations diluted in Williams E medium. The measurements were made with 

resazurin, a blue, non-fluorescent compound which is able to pass the cell membrane and

can be reduced by living cells in resorufin, a red and highly fluorescent compound. 

Fluoresence was detected by Tecan reader infinite M200 PRO. 

Effect of novel small molecule inhibitors targeting mitogen-activated 

protein kinase kinase 4 on hepatocytes 

2. Introduction 
2.1 Mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway 

The MAPK pathway amplifies and integrates signals from a diverse range of stimuli that 

results in physiological responses such as cellular proliferation, differentiation, 

development, inflammatory responses and apoptosis in mammalian cells. 
(Zhang,2002). 

2.2 MAP kinase kinase 4

MKK4 is a member of the MAPK family. It is a dual specific protein kinase which can be 

found in the JNK stress-kinases signaling pathway. Through the phosphorylation of the 

serine and threonine residues MKK4 becomes activated. MKK4 has the possibility to 

phosphorylate and activate directly JNK and p38 families of the MAP kinases in response 

to environmental stress, pro-inflammatory cytokines and developmental cues.

Once JNK activated it can phosphorylate and activate various transcription factors such as 

c-Jun, ELK1 and ATF2. 
(Wuestefeld et al., 2011: p. 389-399), (Cui et al., 2007: p. 601-606). 
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Figure 2.1 Cascades of conventional MAP kinase activation.

Extracellular factors such as mitogens, cytokines, 

growth factors or stress can stimulate the activation

of the first enzyme MAPK  kinase kinase (MAPKKK). 

MAPKKK then phosphorylates and activates a downstream 

MAPK kinase (MAPKK), which in turn phosphorylates and 

activates MAPK. 

All MAP kinases are serine / threonine kinases that 

are in turn activated by phosphorylation at threonine. 
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Figure 5.1 – 5.5     Jaberg, M. (2016) Western blot, primary mouse hepatocytes, CFZ, CGP and LEE. Bern, own picture 

Figure 5.3 Jaberg, M. (2016) Proliferation and viability assay with human hepatocytes. Bern, own picture 

5. Results

5.1 Proliferation and viability assay with resazurin and MTT

Hepatocyte viability was not altered over 3 days at each concentration 

tested for the smi CGP. Whereas, at day 3, CFZ showed a significant toxic 

effect at 10 µM, the highest concentration tested and LEE had a small but 

significant increase in viability.  
Figure 5. 6 Proliferation and viability 

assay with human hepatocytes.

Hepatocytes were plated 

in collagen-coated 96-well plates 

and allowed to adhere overnight. 

Smi were added to the  hepatocytes in 

increasing concentrations. After 3 days, 

120µm resazurin was added to the 

cells. Fluorescence was measured 

with Tecan Reader at  

wavelengths:excitation 545nm ; 

emission 590nm.The 0 h time 

point was deducted to standardize the 

background values.

5.1 Western blot

We observed a decrease in phosphorylation of MKK4 when cells were 

treated with 30nM and 300nM and a strong increase at 3000nM (Figure 5.1). 

MKK7 showed a dose dependent increased phosphorylation with higher 

concentration of the smi (Figure 5.2). The downstream targets p-P38 and

p-ELK1 showed an increase of phosphorylation when treated with 300nM 

(Figure 5.3 and 5.5). P-JNK showed a decrease of the phosphorylation 

compared to DMSO( Figure 5.4). 

Results from CFZ and CGP are described in the diploma thesis.

Figures 5.1 - 5.5 Western blot, 

mouse hepatocytes treated with  

CFZ, CGP and LEE.

Primary mouse hepatocytes were 

treated for 24 h with 30, 300 and 

3000nm of CFZ, CGP and LEE, 

diluted in Williams E medium. Total 

proteins were isolated and an equal 

amount of proteins were analysed, 

30µg protein / well. The 

phosphorylation of a protein was 

normalized to its total protein or to a 

house keeping protein when the 

total protein measurement was not 

available.

Signals were developed with 

enhanced chemiluminesce.

Figure 5.1 Ratio of p-MKK4 normalized to MKK4. Figure 5.2 Ratio of p-MKK7 normalized to MKK7..

Figure 5.3  Ratio of p-P38 normalized to TBP. Figure 5.4 Ratio of p-JNK normalized to JNK.

Figure 5.5 Ratio of p-ELK1 normalized to TBP.


